
Plano 200 Wall Hung 
PB2055
Left Tap/Basin with Front Cut Out
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sales@bellocasa.co.nz T: 04 474 0810

BASIN FINISHES:

basin to be specified with or without tap hole in countertop

- matt black
- matt white

PB2055
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PB2055 Plano 200 Wall Hung is the perfect small scale, wall hung, 
solid surface vanity for any powder or toilet room basin 
made from engineered stone. At 200mm out from the 
wall, the Plano 200 Wall Hung fits all small spaces without 
compromising on functionality.



Plano 300 Wall Hung 
PB2016
Right Tap/Basin

20 Hutt Road, Thorndon, Wellington  
sales@bellocasa.co.nz T: 04 474 0810

BASIN FINISHES:

basin to be specified with or without tap hole in countertop

- matt black
- matt white

PB2016
Speciication         
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PB2016

Plano 300 Wall Hung is a small, wall hung, solid surface 
vanity suitable for a small bathroom, powder or toilet 
room basin. At 300mm out from the wall, the Plano 300 
Wall Hung fits most small spaces whilst still delivering a 
spacious 300x400mm basin.



Plano 300 Wall Hung 
PB2016
Left Tap/Basin

20 Hutt Road, Thorndon, Wellington  
sales@bellocasa.co.nz T: 04 474 0810

BASIN FINISHES:

basin to be specified with or without tap hole in countertop

- matt black
- matt white



Plano 325 Wall Hung 
PB2017
Offset Basin

20 Hutt Road, Thorndon, Wellington  
sales@bellocasa.co.nz T: 04 474 0810

BASIN FINISHES:

basin to be specified with or without tap hole in countertop

- matt black
- matt white

PB2017
Speciication         
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PB2017

Plano 325 Wall Hung is a narrow, wall hung, solid 
surface vanity suitable for a small bathroom, 
powder or toilet room basin. At only 325mm out 
from the wall, the Plano 325 Wall Hung creates an 
option for narrow spaces that doesn’t compromise 
on the overall scale of the vanity, at a length of 
750mm.



Plano 400 Wall Hung 
PB2037
Left Tap/Basin with Front Cut Out

20 Hutt Road, Thorndon, Wellington  
sales@bellocasa.co.nz T: 04 474 0810

BASIN FINISHES:

basin to be specified with or without tap hole in countertop

- matt black
- matt white

PB2037
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PB2037

PB2037
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PB2037

Plano 400 Wall Hung is the large scale option. At 400mm 
out from the wall the Plano 400 Wall Hung creates an 
option for narrow spaces; that doesn’t compromise on the 
overall scale of the vanity. This vanity measures at a length 
of 800mm and basin size of just under 400x400mm. The 
Plano 400 Wall Hung also features a storage cubby cut into 
the front face of the vanity. Offeing both functionality and a 
styling moment, perfectly sized for a stack of hand towels 
or some soaps.
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